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PREFACE

I have heard the remark that the transition from a student to 

an artist is aecompahiedi id-th a marked tendency to draw together into 

some sort of working order the many facts and impressions with which 

the student concerns himself = This procedure might lead to ever«- 
generalization and simplification of what is essentially a complex 

procedure = I hope that my readers will understand these impulses in 

this writer who finds herself in the never-never land between student 

and artist, between theory and fact; for 1 am sure that most who have 

already passed through this stage can remember the great need to 

gather together the random thoughts, and feelings of his student ex

perience,

I am fully aware, that the working order that I have chosen to 

present in this paper marks only a phase in my attempt at a total view 

of art and that at some other time I may very well revise and pos

sibly eliminate some of the thoughts presented here. For the time 

being, however, these ideas must stand, and about them I can simply 

state that they are the result of a multitude of different experiences; 

from painting, from formal studies, and from observation. Some of the 

thought held within this essay can be attributed to specific sources; 

some is the result of the need I have just spoken of— to find a work

ing orddr in which to view the complex and many-colored experience we 

define , as. art.o . ..
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; • ONE

The underlying thought in this essay concerns what I consider 

to.be the intrinsic similarities between artistic processes in. indi

viduals and in artistic movementSo When 1 speak of artistic processes 

I as referring specifically to the way in which the minds or collective 

mindsp deals with ideas° %  purpose in examining states of the develop

ment of ideas in the mind or collective minds is ultimately to arrive 

at a clearer understanding not only of the present, but of my place in 

ito This is not as devious a route as it may seem, for I wish to 

lay a foundation upon which 1 can reasonably base a personal state

ment „ . \ ' v

The manner in which I propose to accomplish this is first 

through an estimation of phases of the creative processes in the indi

vidual and then through a demonstration of what I consider to be a 

similar process at work in our century. This last consideration will 

not only show some of the specific ideas with which our times are con

cerned, but it should also demonstrate one nature of the evolution of 

ideas in timeo This two-fold.demonstration will carry the discussion 

to the present and to my position in it.

The kind of events (movements) which mark the opening of a 

period are different from those which end the period, Suzanne hanger 

has stated that the critical part of a period is its beginning when

1



new ideas are being formulated<. I agree with. this, for it is my eon-
jectttre that movements appear in a rhythm and this rhythm can best be 

described as the progress from the birth of particular ideas to the 

abstraction and formalizing of the ideas into schema. This formalizing 

of what was once a living, intense thought leads ultimately to the death 

of the ideas and the end of the period. Ideas which were part of 

formalized schema become subjected to what I consider to be over- 

refinements and with this the ideas.lose the power which had earlier 

helped in the formulation and sustainment of them.

This extreme between nsiw; formulating ideas and formalized ones 

is also characteristic of an important part.of the development Of ideas 

in the creative mind. The tension which results from these extremes 

produces the single work of art as well as the art of a period. In 

order to show this tension at work in the individuals the aforementioned 

aspect of the creative process must necessarily be examined in psycho

logical terms.

inton Ehrenzweig has written an interesting work on the origins
1 '■ 1 .■ " ' ■' - ; ' • .. 2 ■ ' ■ ' ■ ' \ ‘

of creative thought. The core of his contention is based on his assump

tion that every pause and every irregularity in the normal human rhythm 

is significant. He considers them to be products of the subconscious 

and as such to be included in any consideration of the total man.^

1. Philosophy in a; Hew fe y , Hew York City, The Hew American 
library, 1954, P° 4°

2. The Psycho-Analysis of Artistic Vision and Hearing. Hew 
York, Julian.Press Inc., 1953.»

3. Ibid.. p= 3»



Similarlys I have always felt that these irregularities are as signifi

cant to a painting as is the realized design. The personality of the 

total work relies to a large part on these irregularities and without 

them human products would lose their meaning as such, X also feel that 

the manner in which, and the degree to which, any artist deals with 

these irregularities determines to a large part his particular style, 

Freud said that the subconscious,: or the dep^h-conscious, was
'' . / • . ' r "  '"k :' : 5 - •
the source of creativity itself, • I too have always sensed the raw na

ture of creativity as being irregular, unformed, and inarticulate, and

the subconscious: as being the place where the creative mind refurbishes - 
; ' ■'■■■'. : ; . 5 - , : 

itself| the well, one might say, that cannot run dry.

It seems that the only way man has come to know the subconscious

©r theinneriself is through accidental betrayals of itself. This is

what: Sir Herbert Read means when he writes,- tSWe therefore cannot know a

self| we can only betray our self, and we do this, as the phrase indi-

cates, fragmentarily and unconsciously,w . Fhrmsweig states that it is

■ the function of the '8S super ego® to keep the random feelings of the sub—
- 7 ' ; -

conscious from the rational mind,• by inhibiting the translation of the

: 4 . ; Ibid,, no 15, ’ ' ,

5® Creativity is of course involved with many other sources of 
®inspiration® besides the subconscious. Sight, as well as emotions, holds 
a storehouse of potential subject matter. In this paper I am deeply
■ interested in the tension.that is built up .between the subconscious ahd : 
the conscious, and the process of the intellect of organising the assort
ment of impressions that it receives,

6= Icon and Idea, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Harvard University 
Press, 1955, p- H l »  • "■ ^ .



• - : ;• ' 8  ' ■ '
subconscious iriio recogaizsMe symbols „ Gould it not be this very

censorship which causes nervous tension to build, up in the process of 

the creative act? Be that as. it may, many's subconscious and his ■ 

Imowledge of it seem, to me to be the result of t w  distinct processes— ’ 

the subjective and the objeetive-^and the tension between the two pro**, 
cesses is-'ah important part of artistic creation. ;. . : ■ 'j

: Artistic processes might then be considered partially as the

continual tension between inarticulate depth statements*^~stat©ments di<^ 

reetly from the subconscious— and the desire of the surface mind to make 

■ of them well-defined^..articulate fomso, Sincej, as has already been sug

gested # the surface Blind cannot deal with the inarticulate forms of. the 

depth conscious as such,, these formss once recognised, are automatically 

translated by the artist into strong visual patternss filled with order» 

As a result depth suggestions are assimilated and translated into part 

of ihe artist1 s conscious5,. empirical rationale® Style} . in these terms^ 

Blight be described ? in part s, ' as the accumulation in the conscious mind 

of the random suggestions of the mind in depth» The continual 

crystallization of the ^irregularities83 into style,,, of the irrational 

into, a rational,language $: forces, the artist to plunge again and again 

into the subconscious for these vital» inarticulate formso These are 

forms so nebulous5 s© lacking a sense of realized design, often so ruth

lessly sexual, even haphazard,, that I, - feel they can . reasonably be ,' 

likened to the "life-^force88 in art, .

I said earlier that the manner in which the artist deals with
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these so-called irregularities determineSj, to a degree, his. particular 

stylev That is for this reason: since the artist must work so closely

to the area of the emotions and the intellect, he is, more than others, 

responsible to both regions of experience. Because he is an artist he 

must.keep a relative balance between the two or else fall into the . 

traps of either chaos or sterilityo The degree to which the artist 

useS; his emotions and his intellect, and the manner in which he deals 

with them, has much to do with his total personality. As personalities 

vary s© do.the manners of artistic treatment= It is this variety and 

the resulting shift of emphasis' between the subjective and the objec

tive experience which helps to produce accountable differences between
' 9 '

artists which many, differentiate as whaptic?i and $ivisuali$| Romantic 

and Classic; Abstract, Expressionist or Purist. These contrasting , 

definitions, although signifying many other features about the art.

seem to me to imply primarily the difference between relative subjec

tivity and relative objectivity in arto

As these tensions work in the individual, both as an important 

ingredient in the creative act and as. a determiner of the style of art 

that is evolved, so, 1 feel, can one find a similar tension existing in 

that art of a society which we call a movement, or in time which we call 

a period®. The purpose, as I have explained, of showing this development * •

9» Victor lowenfeld, "Psycho—Aesthetic Implications of the 
Art of the Blind," Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism. Vol® X, 
Bo.'I, September, 1951° - •' __

• In this article lowenfeld distinguishes between emotionally 
oriented blind students and rationally, oriented students, calling the 
latter visual and the foraep haptic® - .
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is to build a fomdatioii on which nyr t,hougKts about myself and flijr .time •

can-;rest = For, in the way that I conceive of our times, I could not ex- \
.

plain them without shotvihg the, processes from which I believe they 

■ evbiWed;»;: bourshy is the pu^oset"^ preceding work and of ■■

the short explanation..of ideas in society and time which follows» ■

d, , '

. * '

vy.V;,

■ - *

' " i'
' - " - f' ' . - :• '/•' 1 1. y-- ; ; , . .  --v y -r.
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I'am not proposing that society has a specific subconscious 

from which vital thoughts arise which must be translated into order by 

the rationale1 of society= However^ I do believe that formulating 

ideas arise out of depths, of social need and that these ideas are simi

lar in their intensity to the statements of the subconscious as they 

forge their way to the conscious mind.

Why new ideas keep evolving' in time is any man* s guess« It is : 

my feeling that society has in its own way an underlying impulse to 

renew itself and to set forth grounds for ideas that are intense and 

revitalising,. They seem to. arise out of one of life® s own reasons—  

to evolve ? to change P and to forever renew itself <,

Formulating art has a relationship to its period similar to 

that of the intense ^language68 of the subconscious to the individuals 

Formulating ideas are usually intense and less articulate than those 

which evolve later in a period? One of the reasons for this is 

that the formulation of ideas, and thus'formulating arts is the re

stilt of. an intense desire to express particularp immediate visions 

and needs, rather than a desire to evolve a clear and generalized 
language in which to place ideas? The expression of a need, be it 

social or individual, appears,first in particular works— in singularly 

piercing cries? What these cries lack in complete lucidity they make 

up in 88vitality?88 '
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It is not easy to point to a formulating art and to find 

general authoritative agreement about it. A  reason for this may be 

that new ideas grow out of older traditions or are injected into those 

traditions from new sources. Whatever the reason be, new ideas infuse 

into already existing traditions, new;impetus and vitality. To confuse 

new vitality with existing order might lead one to overlook elements 

which are intensely formulating in an art.

Romanesque presents one such challenge, for its sculpture and 

its iconography are based pn an entrenched tradition of relief sculp

ture and on Roman and Byzantine iconography. However, when Charles 

Rufus Morey wrote, s?,lt is in the Romanesque period, in fact, that the 

Middle Ages first began to express itself. For centuries before this 

it had expressed, not itself, but a n t i q u i t y h e ,  as I, perceived 

in Romanesque art the vitality of a formulating art which found its 

voice as the period evolved. .

Some answers may be found for these questions if we keep 
in mind the antithesis between what medieval artists thought 
on the one hand and their mode of expression on the other, 
and if we learn how in the course of time the expression, at 
first, controlled by the thought, became: more and more powerful 
and original until in some phases of Romanesque sculpture it 
gets out of hand entirely and the thought is swamped in a 
burst of medieval feeling.-^* .. ' :

1 find in Romanesque sculpture intense expression in both tra

ditional sculptural iconography and in the new sculptural imagery.

10o ^Romanesque Sculpture Architecture, March, .1920, as 
found in the Pamphlet Collection, University of Arizona, 7ol. V,
P o 1 o

- 11. Ibid.
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This expression is coupled with a fresh treatment of sculptural fora® 

While Morey attributes the intense feeling transmitted by the sculpture 

to the ^burst18 of medieval feelings he attributes the fresh sculptural 

concepts found in Xanguedoc and Burgundy to the translation of the 

vigorous English manuscript style'into stone

In the early twelfth century this. Eleventh century English 
manuscript] style suddenly emerges in the stone sculpture of 
Languedoc and Burgundy= There can be no doubt that the sculp
tors drew from the manuscripts when one compares the pirouet
ting prophets (Figo 8).of Languedoc with such figures as the 
angel looking the gates of . Hell in the English miniature o The 
resemblance is not one merely of posture and clinging drapery; 
the sculptor paints as he carves, seeks values of line rather 

. than of mass, and even reproduces the technique of the painter* *s 
light and shade in the nervous flying edges of the d r a p e r y ^  ,

It is this new breath of expression and of sculptural articula

tion which causes me to consider the Homanesque, as the initial era with

in the medieval, as a formulating movement = Even though there is a de— 

veloped style holding the sculpture together, in tympana such as the one 

at Gomques the concern with the new ieonographical conceptions"*"^- seem to 

wrestle with the established order, causing the expression to get out of 

hand.' The contextual results therefore may be considered to be more ex- 
pressive than articulate and more formulating than formalized. ^

12o Medieval Art, Hew York, W. W. Horton Go.., Inc., 1942, '
PPo 235-36, figs. 87. and W =  V

• 13o . Morey, "Romanesque Sculpture,” op. ext., p. 4=

14° Emile Male, Religious Art from the Twelfth to the Eighteenth 
Century, Hew York, Pantheon Books, Inc., 1949, pp° 53-54°

,.. 15° A, Kingsley Porter, Romanesque Sculpture of the Pilgrimage
Roadsg Boston. 1923, 7ol° BT, fig. 392°
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The intensity of the expression of the Romanesque period has 

■■ ■ ' ' ■ ■ - 1 ■ 'never ceased to amaze me* As a formulating time it demonstrates great

vitality and originality, in spite of its superstructure of icono— 

graphical and sculptural traditionso The impetus offered by Romanesque 

served to revitalize western European art»

later in a period, the same impetus, having lost its immediate 

vitality, may assume a general articulating form which characterises a 

styleo Thus, the ideas that might have earlier tormented society be

come part of the' accepted aesthetic of the society» When this happens 

the desire to find an immediate vehicle for the ideas is less important 

than the finding of am appropriate and perfect framework in which to 

view the ideas? This is the time when the society's ^rational®55 makes 

of its more intense needs more fully articulated systems of design? It 

is now that the formalizing society evaluates, clarifies, and organizes 

the more intense ideas of its formulating time» Schema and syntheses 

now evolve, and elimination and reconciliation begin?

One such synthesis is to be found in the art and the thought of
16High Gothic times around Paris? Erwin Panofsky, in Gothic

Architecture and Scholasticism, compares the theological synthesis of
.. 3.7

Scholasticism to similar syntheses in architecture and sculpture?

In the thirteenth century a number of reconciliations occurred

in theblogy which had been unresolved for a long time. At the moment of

16. Erwin. Panofsky, Gothic Architecture and Scholasticism, 
Cleveland, The World Publishing Company, 1961, p= 5 =

17? Ibid?, p? 2. -



the High Gothic, synthesis , called. Scholasticism this' finally happened

fullyo Panofsky feels that 'with the resolution of the theological and 

human conflict s a great unity occurred, not only in theology hut eon™
' . . ’ ' ■ ' .V ■ - : '

currently in the artistic phenomenon called Classic or High Gothic«

, During the ^concentrated*9; phase, of this astonishingly syn- 
ehronous development, viz = <> in the period between about.
XX30-40 and about 1270$ we can observe, it seems to me, a con
nection between Gothic art and Scholasticism which is more con
crete than ■ a mere ..fparallelih^ uad yet vTOre: geperal than those 
individual (and very important) ^influences”: which are in
evitably exerted on painters, sculptors, or.architects by /

■ , erudite advisors« In contrast to a. mere parallelism, the.con™ V
neetion which 1  have in mind is' a g e n m n e 19cause and effect8*

; relation,, o- » =*^ V  ..

% e  solutions or syntheses, artistie as well as theological,

were, according to Panofsky, the result of ah awakened desire for

heightened, clarity in art and im. the other liberal arts®

o oo, so did the visual arts become articulated through an 
exact and systematic division of space, resulting in ” clari
fication for clarification's sake” of narrative’ contexts in . 
the representational arts,.and of.functional contexts i n .  
architecture, l'".. / ■; :; . 't' 'v;' ; : t .t - ■. ,:

' ' I - It seems ■ to me that new' procedures1 inherent in . Scholastic!aa,

the pedagogical changes which brought about the great synthesis of the
: .:.\y : \ 22' , v;: ' . :'V...V: ■' ■ ' ' /: ' , d - 1 .
middle ages, (which can also be seen at work in the art of that time)

can be. viewed as' formalizing procedures i n , social terns» To .my way of

thinking- no other western art has evolved such a.clear schema in which 

to view the many elements and facets of its own traditions»-
' ' ' ’ ' .. ' y.

; 1 ■; ■ - : IGo Ibido, pp* 4s 27- 19.0 Ibidos Po 20 v '
?v;'' 20c ibid,, pp c 38-39, '’ ' 210 ibilL y p» 39m .- -t

.v .,.y;' ,;:pp 3 1 s y 4 W G ,  / . : ■ ’ / ,'



: ; . . Iroaically, . the ends of periods, often show a sainilarity to the 

beginnings of periods in that the artists are again dealing with par-* 

ticalar ideas. Unlike the formulating stages^ these later times eon- 

cera themselves m t h  the evolution of methods with which to elaborate • 

upon already existing concepts= This particular elaboration or over™ 

refinement Is built upon the decentralisation ©f the totality of re

sults of the formalizing society0 In other words, there is a concern 

with aspects ©f the syntheses evolved at the heightp of the period.

Chi® can. see this procedure at work in theology at the end of the Gothic 

period, at the moment between'the end of the High Gothic and the be- 

ginning of the -Renaissanceo r  At the end of tie Gothic period one finds 

in theology a decentralisation of . the- elements that made the Scholastic X 

synthesis? This manifested itself in a schism between rational' and 

emotional theology in .the rise of Nominalism and anti—rational 

Mysticism. Hominalism is. the extension .of rational theology in which 

proof of existence lies solely in many's ability to perceive■ particular 

and separate objects5 Mysticism is an extension of man^s emotional per-^ 

ceptions in his belief of. God. Ifter the death of Thomas Aqiainas, !*.© 

synthesized these two aspects of man®s experience into one encompassing 

theology, rational and emotional developed, into two distinct : X-

23o The .fourteenth century marks the beginning of the 
Renaissance as well as the last movements of the Gothic. I see no 
.contradiction here„ While there are many features of the fourteenth . - 
century which are femulating, at this time I am not interested in 
describing the features which were vital, but those which represent the 
dissolution of the gothic order. : , . . \ XX - :f;X:,
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philosophies» Each philosophy pursued its ot® course-: tcLth no attempt 

at reoonoiliation« ' ; . - . ' , ' . - ' > ■ .  ■

Thus I find at this time the tendencies of which I have just . 

spoken-^the decentralization and elaboration of aspects of the earlier 

ordering and its syntheses. The movements which arise out of the de

centralization continue5 of courses and within them3 I feel, are the 

seeds of the new birth= Other signposts accompanied the breakup of the 

Gothic synthesis«> These were tendencies toward ossification of the"

existing order and a tendency toward the popularization and the result

ing vulgarization of these philosophies«,̂  This last discussion and , 

the i,sighpostsw I have described should become meaningful in the next 

section when I discuss their present-day manifestations =,

: 25. p. r,:: ;;; ' . ' j ; ■ > '



: ; . ■- THREE ,

■ In the body of the preceding work 1 have attempted to show the 

nature of formulating and formalized ideas at work in the individual 

and in different art movements- The final section m i l  deal with the 

tension between the two extremes producing, through a series of move

ments <, a period in art- The period is bur century, and the movements 

are some of those which mark:the beginnings of the.period, .and those 

which I consider to be the middle and end of the period- It is my 

hope that the tensions that delineate our period Will also point rout 
the specific circumstances the artist is faced with today- The solu

tions inherent: in this discussion apply to me and to those who would 

agree with my point of view: they are not offered as general solu

tions-

This will be accomplished by showing the formulating aspects of 

the early twentieth century and how in our times ideas which sustained 

that time have become the.subject of decentralization and over

refinement, Wherever I feel it to be appropriate I will make compari

sons to the movements I have described in the previous chapter so that 

these comparisons may more, clearly explain the scope of my idea in 

reference to the present-day-

I view the first decade of this.Century, as the beginning of the 

m o d e m  period- This is hot an arbitrary choice assumed because of the 

century mark- Fan Gogh, Cezanne and Hunch are the precursors of the

14



period and stand,, in aay opinions as' separated individuals lAo, for one 

reason or anotherj, understood possibilities in. art which others did 

note Their vision was personal and extremely vital. The groups Of 

painters appearing early in the twentieth century, however, mark for 

me the beginning of the modern period as such. Ideas that had pre

viously concerned a few separated individuals became the concern of a

and formulations which would sustain the next sixty years of art, and 

perhaps beyond, ; ; : :: t : " ,' '

■■l- The nature of the early movements was vital, and its vitality 

was based upon a series of challenges t© the•existing modus operand!, 

These earliest movements questioned many of; the previous traditions of 

painting. Within twenty years of the first Van Gogh exhibition in 

Paris-' and the- appearance of African sculpture in Germany, 'time, space,:

form,. and subject matter had their time-honored traditions shaken, 

Each movement worked at a feature, as yet Uncovered, by the other, It 

was as if each one saw something that the other did not see— -fed as 

each tore away at one feature or another, the sum of the movements 

served .to disestablish entrenched, .views 'about easel: painting,. ■' -

The Gubists were the most" inclusivei their first efforts tended 

to nullify entrenched ideas about form, and the picture plane that had • 

been in operation since the Renaissance, Cezanne started by ne- 

■1 establishing a view toward structural .for# in the .wake of 'the • 

Impressionistso At the same time he took many: liberties with the out

line of forms so they would conform to dictates of the flat, four-edged 

canvas. The Cubists went further td.th this idea by suggesting that any
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views any facet of form might be worthwhile in the depiction of f o m o  

As a result form became unformed: that is to sajj as the many sides of

a single object were shown' with regard only to the surface pattern, 

parts of figures were flattened better to conform to the four-edged3 

flat canvas. This led to a tendency of linear design* with traditional 

form and space being flattened.as interest in surface design heightened= 

The tradition of delineating form by its physical extremes or outlines 

was in this way destroyed. At the same time illusionistic space—  

non-natural space treatment— also ended. Out of these innovations de

veloped not Only a new approach to the problem of form and space* but a 

mew attitude about the role of the artist to a painting. The attitude 

was that ultimately the will of the artist and not tradition decided 

how the canvas; was to be treated.•’After this it is.not difficult to 

understand how Dada arose and acted as it did in the formalization of 
the artist as the "Destroyer^ riot simply of tradition* but of art* as 

the Dadaist knew it . Of course * new . traditions were to be built up 

later in the century, but at that time no tradition was stronger than

the will of the artist. v.- . V •
■ , '

The other early groups who, like the Cubists, questioned exist

ing attitudes about painting, were the Fauves. the artists of the 

Brucke. and the Futurists. The Esuves and the Brucke.painters used 

color as:it had never been used before. Previously, a little deviation 

had been acceptable in the interests of heightened artistry| however, 

what Tan Gogh suggested and what Matisse finally carried out is a far 

cry from underpainting faces green. The Pauves used color for hedon

istic reasons, and their canvases sang with rich and vibrant color,
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whereas the artists of the Brucke used color for its inherent ex-* 

pressivenesso ’ ■

the end of the first decade the Futurists, having picked up , 

design suggestions from the Cuhists, started to question time and 

dynamics« To view a painting requires little time, certainly not any 

prescribed time» Passages of time had been treated, in narrative art, 

but in a way that was essentially emblematic» that is, no matter how 

many scenes were depicted in a narration, each scene had to be viewed 

separatelyo Unlike this. Futurist paintings shewed many aspects of a 

given motion in a single canvas. Within one optical experience one 

could thus see depicted the various dynamics of a single object or the 

many movements of a given motion» The results were sometimes trite and 

at other times highly suecessfulo BoecioniEs Forces of a Street im

pressively describes the inner dynamics of a solid street-, From it 

one can sense the possible movements and undulations which the street 

might in time manifest or be subject to.

The. change from- vital ideas to ■ ©ver*f oraaliaed ones is evident • 

when the nature of the ideas occurring in this century are examined, I 

feel that the earliest movements which I have just described demonstrate 

.the 'energy and individualism ©f a formulating art. The artists of the 

earliest so-called groups, of the Cubists, the Famres, and the Brucke, 

were members of groups primarily through proximity. As an example, 

most of the Fauves. came out of the same classroom, whereas the 

initiators of Cubism were friends in the Bateau Noire in Paris, Most 

of these innovators were above all strong individuals, perhaps among 

the strongest this century has yet produced. Consider Picasso, •.
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Braque,- Matisse, Derain,, '«Bolctes Kandinsky, and Kokoschka, none of whom 
ever found his artistic raison dgetre through identification with groups 

of artists» The fact that Picasso and Braque worked so closely to

gether for a period did not establish an interdependency any more than 

did the collaboration of Picasso with Co.cteaUo

I feel that the dependency of painting upon other outlets of 

expression indicates a formalizing group of artists, since any conscious 

consideration of the manner in which ideas are expressed arises from a 

strong desire to make ideas articulate and rationale,

Although Cubism did have literary manifestations, the art did 

not depend on the literature, for support or as a vehicle for its artis

tic i d e a s I n  Dada, though, one finds artists relying heavily upon a 

personality cult to convey the ideas of the art, and with it their ar

tistic vitality dispersed itself into photography, literature, painting, 

and buffoonery.

likewise, the Bauhaus artists depended on means other than 

painting through which to express their artistic ideas. The Bauhaus 

was established so the many aspects of art— architecture, painting, 

graphics, crafts, and design— could be taught within an artistic 

superstructure.11 1 feel that as these artists functioned within the

Bauhaus^0 they did so as a formalizing group of artists, intent on 

transmitting an aesthetic. . ' : ■ ■

— -- . ' ’ ' 'v.:v4:: , ; :
26. Many artists such as Gropius and Klee were strong individu

als. Klee had his own world of painting, unconnected with the Bauhaus 9 
and . Gropius was one of the most :im voices to come but of the, , .
Bauhaus.. As formalizing artists .1 speakof these artists in relationship 
to the Bauhaus 9 and I speak of the Bauhaus as a formalizing movement.
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Bauhaus and Dada as manifesting one formalizing characteristic in:; ,;, 

cornion^ They were both:'concerned with their manner of articulation,

1 which. I happen’to' thiiik arose from a 'strong! desire; to make .ideas, articu™ . 

-; ' latevahd rational.^ l i : 1 -1:' - ..... : . oi;,:■ '.'/.Vi ■" /V'. / ;v ;;i-iivv'.:V;:..:-'.;le v v  - e / - v  ’ i ■■,; ■ ' ,: .v ; ' v / ■
If one compares today^s attit'ades .with those o f .our precursors 

it seems apparent that we are quite' different» Many artists today seem 

/ to have a need to Identify with an ,!isin=i5 furthermore 5 an attitude

prevails that the departure from a specific recognizable style is a: V , ": ! V '.V/: ' v , : /■ ;: -.'V , .,V;.,.i-.>\ ' V
::; /' grosSiact. ofg at the;least5 immaturityg ' and, at the mosts ■unsaleabilityV

The difference.lies in that which distinguishes the formulated, the
.

..' formalized, and the over-formalized. . .:,.'V" , .

V‘V ' V V .  i ' i.The/ideas;fdrHiulatSd; early in this century and later formalized 

. . . were projected into ,this decade:and disseminated in; two distinct ways.;

■ .The first of these is minor in comparison to the second, so 1 will deal 

' with it briefly. In this last decade' there, has been an abundance of

restatements, vulgarizations, and over-refinements of Cubist, Fauve,

;;,. and Brucke ■ painting coheepts. . This,, is manifest, everywhere; ;; in the 

.; classroom, in advertising, andVin galleries. A short 'list of-these: re- ;: 

statements /will bring it sharply to mind.'. The vulgarization of the ' ■

v, l- ; / ■.

,/k

27. There- may be disagreement here about Dada. Although the 
/• nature/Of this movement was destructive, the manner i n ; which the ; ;

artists went about their task was completely, foimallzed. They wrote 
in a style,.they spoke in a style, they;even acted in a style. This 
15 style” that distinguishes Dada was intended to shocks To my way of ' ; .

' thinking.the, artists of Dada- simply articulated with more drama that 
- /- which the Cubists proved, that no tradition ms greater than the will of - 

theartist= Unlike Dada, the proof Of/their beliefs mahifested i n .
" their painting and not in their actions.' .

.v ;-v ;
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F a w e s  can be seen in any fashion book one happens to pick up» Like- 

wise, Mondrian8s designs have been incorporated into tract homes, pre- 

constructed shelving, and children's toys. Cubist and Bauhaus con«« 

cepts, like Scholasticism, have stiffened into the major painting and 

design academies of this decade, while the refinement of Futurist mo

tif s are evident in the brittle and transparent paintings of artists 

like Vieira da Silva ..'Strong and brilliant flower patterns with - which 

Matisse over—furnished his Qdalesqueso can now be found in the newest 

styles of womenrs underwear, as well as on raincoats and in shoe 

patternso The vulgarization of Heokel*-s' and Holders Expressionistic 
faces can be found on posters for charities and in magazine illustra

tions about juvenile delinquency.. There is hardly a commercial product 

anywhere whose advertising is not based on some artistic concept from 

an earlier part of this century, and whose design is not derived from 
the application or misapplication of an earlier art* To say then that 

the formulating ideas of the early twentieth-century have disseminated 

into reapplieation and repetition is not only correct, but is indica

tive of an over-formalized society. The tendencies I have, just stated

bear a remarkable similarity to the tendencies Panofsky pointed out
• "  ̂ 28 about the late Gothic dissemination.

The.second of the contemporary currents is more important to 

the course of art than the first. I consider it to.be the m o d e m  

equivalent of the Nominalist-I^rstic separation of th e 'fourteenth cen

tury. As in that time, one finds again emotional man and rational man

28. Panofsky, op. clt., p. 10.
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separated to a point of mutual indifference and mutual destruction— -not 

that they m i l  destroy • each other? hut that they m il drive themselves 

to their own destruction„ It seems to me that when a society separates 

these intrinsic aspectsoof maft? the result is critical=, The result is 

not common unification of the sustaining ideas but the death of them 

through over-elaboratipn' and over-refinements

A closer examination of the two most important contemporary 

schools of painting may make this clear o In xy - opiniong' the strongest 

artistic statements in painting, since 1940$. have arisen from the en

deavors of the Constructivists and the Abstract Expressionists® The 

distinction between the two can be seen in a comparison respectively 

with Eominalism and anti—rational Systicisrcu

The Nominalist used his sight to elicit proof of the existence 

of objectSo Included in the Nominalist8 s consideration of objects were 

shape, color, texture, and weight» He regarded these as individual 

attributes of the object— that is, these attributes were considered as 

an integral part of the object, riot as separate entities„ like the 

Nominalist, the present-day Empiricist, the Constructivist, also relies 

most heavily on his sensory faculties with which he regards what would 

normally b e .considered the attributes of objects: color, weight, tex

ture, form, line, etc* These he considers, not in relationship to the 

object, but for themselves= Thus, when Joseph Albers concerns himself 

with the intrinsic relationship between yellow and orange he is dealing 

with one of the most finite relationships his sight can convey. In the 

process, however, the individual object from which he derived the sight 

sensation is lost. His finite view has literally non-objectivised the
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world @f particulars» In doing so he has negated objects which one ; 

would assume to be necessary to the Bnpirieist e

But I admire the perseverance this art exacts and the lucid 

statements it p r o d u c e s j i t  the same time I feel that by divorcing it

self from objectivity it has; become such a  specialization that it, like 

modern:physicss has divorced itself, from human understandings Unlike 

science, in order that an art may have human understanding, it must 

serve emotional man as well as rational man => It seems to me that by 

driving sight and touch to such a degree of finiteness the Purist 

(Constructivist) has lost all regard for total being, and has instead 

plunged himself into the sensual microcosm of his own sensations«

At the same time that the Purist destroyed personal identities 

he arrived at a consideration of what might be called umiversals, or 

essencese It is here that his comparison with the fourteenth century 

nominalist must end? for, with his exaltation of individual identities, 

the Nominalist obliterated the idea of universale» The Purist has 

ironically re-established a view toward umiversals (essences) through 

his obliteration-of personal identitieso -

"While the Purist would not consider any particular bird as an 

apt subject^ he might consider those qualities which all birds have in 

c o m o n  as an interesting line of pursuit <> As an example, Brancusi prob

ably thought of swiftness and sleekness . as qualities of the flight of a 

birdo In his Bird in Plight Brancusi has portrayed, those qualities, 

swiftness and sleekness, and: with them he connotes the flight of a bird® 

At the University of Arizona Art Gallery one finds a bronze statue of a 

woman by Jean Arpo This is not a sculpture of Madame X in the nude so ,



much as it is a study of the nudity of Madame X= The sculptor has

taken a quality of her femaleness— her nudity--and has generalized 

upon it to such a degree that the most specific title one could give 

it would be "female nudity o85

The other important movement to arise in the twentieth century 

has been Abstract Expressionism,, like the Constructivist<, the Abstract 

Expressionist has a philosophical equivalent in the fourteenth century 

in anti—rational Mysticisffio . Both Mysticism and Expressionism rely on 

a strongly subjective approach to their problems. But while the 

Mystic used his emotions to prove not only the existence of God but 

the universal order in all things$ the most recent Expressionist 

demonstrates: with his art the universal chaos of emotions«

; ■ The way that the i$chaos® of recent Expressionism has arisen 

is curious o In the course of the twentieth century the Expressionist 

has devised a set of arbitrary methods with which to keep his will 

(rationale) from controlling the free flow of emotional responses to 

his painting o' Jackson' Pollock® s method of drip painting accomplished 

just this in that his "method" allowed a natural flow of emotional re*" 

sponses to the problems his painting presentedo However3 I maintain 

that for an art to remain meaningful? and in this ease meaningful in 

its expression, it. must be controlled by the will as well as by the emo 

tioB., for uncontrolled emotional response is demonstrably usually cha

otic* The differing degrees of balance between subjectivity and objec

tivity which Nolde, Kandinsky, Gorky, Pollock and de Kooning achieved 

resulted in meaningful expressions* I feel that in allowing rational



judgment to temper' subjeetivity5,' these- giants of Expressionism main- 

tained the relative balance necessary to any art. Expressionism as well 

. as Pttrism. : ' y ^ - ' / ' . - \ _

- This is n o t ; the. case in: the most .recent Expressionist movementp 

• Called by some nCasualismsM in which the function of the intellect has

' been discarded in .favor of arbitrary- ̂ methodology,**. The method, which
"  ' • - " ;; ' ■ - - ■ . ; ' " ■''' * ■ • ' ' . ' ; ' '■ - ■ ’ '

had previously been part of a total operation, has become glorified
: \ , "•'•- v"1 j:  ̂ ' :h; - j ’  ̂ ' '-1; : '
into a methodology of the most sterile kind. One finds evolving but of

Expressionism a variety of methods which absolutely insure accidents;

drip painting,- shooting bags full of paint so they will drip haphazardly 

down the canvas, motorcyclists who drive over canvas with painted tires, 

and dancing in front of the canvas with a full paint brush, to name a 

few. The methods are ingenious, and one wonders if these artists will 

never run out of gimmicks; One can see. that by eohcetitrating on the 

!,danee of art ,® the Casual!st has lost sight of the, original intention 

of Abstract Expressionist painting methods, which were introduced to 

insure a free and easy flow of ideas, " .

. <vThe'CasUalist has become so dependent , on the method that he has ' 

lost ’sight of- the powrful expression that can - result from a -controlled

subjectivism;. Ironically, h j  divorcing his m i l ,  and thus his . 

rationale, from the act of painting he produces art with little or mo 

pertinence outside of the act itself, Again, like the Purist, "the 

Casualist has m a dethe subject the object, and in doing so; has-lost the 

particular, expressiveness, of his /art, . . - - ’. ■ ■■.

At ihe art gallery of the University of Arizona otie finds in a 

wash-drawing by Kanimetsu an example of uncontrolled imagery. The
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drawing i s 'so devoid of willful design that it neither elicits nor con-

•; veysr ■&xij 'specific emotion« It has left the realm of particular emo-
; . - ' ■, ■. . : ‘ ■' ■ ,
 ̂ 'tions essential to an art that is ExpresSionistic» The emotions por-

trayed'/in the Kanimetsu are unparticular,, general., and5 as such,, almost 

universal = . Like the Constructivists the .Casualist too has arrived at a"- 

: set- ,of >tm±y!ersals> ,ln the common expression of chaos which he reached 

- : by ohliteratihg specific. emotions« . - , ■ / ' ' : ; ‘  ̂ 1

I feel that both extremes-of art have, sown the seeds for their 

own destruction by losing their objectivity and their balance* The - 

Purist who could conceive of physical-totalities has instead destroyed 

the particular identity of objects? the m o d e m  Expressionist who could 

, purvey emotions that. are significant has - plunged into chaos through an: ' .' 

,-/:" over-c.oneermvri.th methodologies which have negated expressiveness. ' In ' '

the process the two extremes have lost -sight of, each other and of the

r\
■balance that -each' could furnish the 'otherv Somehow the total man must 

operate, and in this world particulars $ as well as universals $ must. .'

- find a voice =. The result of over-formalization of one extreme or theif

other is that;the itiethodplogy becomes more important than the idea from' 

/Which; it -arose® ‘ The, method- becbmes the. subject, an®, in so becoming, thej;-‘' -- -
;. doer and the" done unite in one magnificent moment, but when that moment

.. ■ '  "

is over, they are both alpne® -- - -

... . " I have traced a few:of the .salient features, which demonstrate

the change in this century from formulation t o 'over-formalization® I 

have shown this in a .discussion of the .nature of the movements which

evolved over the last sixty years,' and- have finished with a summation
....j-f-v ...  ' ' '' ' " ' .......
of the major movements of, the present®
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As in time, ideas in individuals change in their nature and in 

• their intensity as they become .familiar and explored« Once the idea is 

formed in the individual or the painting is done, there seems to me no 

alternative hut to set it aside and go on. So it is todays one cannot 

look back and cherish the path he has travelled any more than he can 

cherish the process that brought him the idea. In the same way he 

cannot pick up the finished products of today and hold on to them 

forever.

What then is left and where does the young artist go who, by 

virtue,.of his times, is no longer an artist, but either the emoter of 

chaos or the finisher of surfaces? There is himself, there is myself 

who cannot refine the refined, nor will throw another stone into the 

droppings. We are responsible to no one and. for nothing, and yet if we 

can again find the heart and head of the matter in a word or in a 

flower, then we must do so. The realm of the particular is ours again, 

and in it we must find again things and man, men and a thing.

I offer to you a series of photographs of paintings which must 

represent, in a way, all these things~-“the eclectic, the method, and , 

the personal self. At this point in m y  development I can say that I 

find no reason to rely any more on the. style or the standards of this 

last decade and that I must simply exist and produce in a quiet and 

personal manner. Knowing that X have Expressionist leanings, in that 

I respond emotionally rather than rationally to most things> I can at 

least prophesy my general direction. I also know that the artist is as 

much responsible to produce meaningful form as to look for meanings 

alone. With this responsibility well in mind, and with the



consciousness of the lack of further possibilities in. the two existing 

extremes, I am prepared to deal, in a rational way, with those things 

which have meaning to me. I wish only to deal with' small but living 

ideas and to start again at a beginning.
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1 The Visitor



2 Sea Objects

3 Mexican Street Scene
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4 Arizona Night

5 The Performance
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6 Announcement

7 Jacob at the Piano
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8 Prophecy



11 Wedding Bowl
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12 Lovers

13 Red Mother
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14 Elephant Man

15 Dream Landscape
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